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Making every
				 drop count
Growers seek more efficient ways to irrigate, whether by
new technology or teaching old equipment new tricks

There's no wasted water in this ebb-and-flow
irrigation system that Woodburn Nursery &
Azaleas installed in one of its greenhouses. It is
used to water florist azaleas that are nearly ready
for shipment. Water floods a contained area, then
recedes. Any water not soaked up by the plants
is recycled. Best of all, leaves and blooms don't
get wet.

By Miles McCoy
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When it comes to water use, less
is more.
While a wet, cool Northwest
spring lessens the region’s concerns
over water, growers throughout the
South are struggling with the most serious drought in a century. Every drop
counts, and growers are looking for
effective technologies.
When Digger ran an overview of
greenhouse irrigation systems several
years ago, industry irrigation experts
said that improvements were incremen-

tal. There were no major breakthroughs
that created dramatic savings in water
use or equipment cost.
Not much has changed since then.
Today’s growers and suppliers are taking improvements in efficiency wherever they can find them.
“While there has not been a major
breakthrough, components continue to
see incremental improvements,” said
Val Tancredi, who works with Stettler
Supply in Salem, Ore. “It is more an
improved application, where someone
recognizes a better use for an older
technology, that increases its use.”
A lot of today’s innovation is hap-
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Making every drop count

ers used a gravimeter that has a load
cell where a container can be set. The
computer is set to record weights at
15-minute intervals, with a base line of
the container’s saturated weight.
“If a container had a saturated
weight of 12 pounds, then it could be
set on a small scale that would signal
the irrigation system when it dropped to
11.5 pounds,” she said. “Watering would
continue until the container weight again
reached the optimum 12 pounds.”
According to Stoven, this idea
requires careful grouping of plants
that lose water at similar rates. “We
grouped plants by size, species and
plant architecture (open or closed
structure),” she said.
Early results are promising, Stoven
said. The system produced the same
quality plant with less labor and less
water use.
But, commercial development of
this system requires the first step of
determining how many measuring
devices would be required to make it
work, she said. NWREC is not conducting more research, but hopes a commercial company may continue tests.
This is similar to an irrigation system developed by Dr. Thomas Yeager
at the University of Florida in Gainsville.
Yeager’s system is based on evapo-transpiration (ET) rather than a fixed daily
application. He presented early results
at an OAN seminar last December that
compared two regular water schedules
against an ET-driven schedule.
“Since ET is influenced primarily
by weather and plant size, this practice
only replaces water that has evaporated from containers and through plant
leaves” he said. “It applies only the
needed amount of water.”
One test showed that a grower
could save 48 percent total irrigation
water for one gallon Viburnum odoratissimum planted in January, 32 percent
for plants started in April, 45 percent for
plants started in July and 63 percent for
plants started in October by irrigating
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Making every drop count

heather stoven

Researchers at NWREC are studying a system
that uses weight to measure the moisture level
of containerized plants, so that plants can be
watered only when needed.

on the basis of ET losses instead of a
fixed rate of 0.4 inches per day.
“This method of irrigation leads to
significant water savings, power savings associated with pumping, and it
reduces the volume of nutrient-laden
runoff,” he said.
Control by air?
Looking even farther into the
future, Tancredi also wondered whether GPS-based irrigation systems could
be adapted to nursery production after
the success he has seen in other agriculture segments.
“I am selling many systems that
use GPS and water detection technology to identify water deficient areas in
fields, and focus irrigation,” he said.
“The more limited acreage and production systems in nurseries have made this
application difficult.”

The success of these systems in
other types of farming indicates how
important water use is to all of agriculture. Horticulture is no exception.
As this is written, the record-breaking
heat wave continues throughout the
Midwest and South. This topic likely
tops an increasing list of challenges for
this industry in those regions, moving
beyond cost to actual availability.
But even in the damp Northwest,
water use is a cost — one that inventive control systems can continue to
reduce.
Miles McCoy is the owner of Sustainable
Hort LLC, a sustainable and organic
products marketing firm. He has 25-plus
years of green industry experience
in marketing, communications and
research. He can be reached at
miles@sustainablehort.com.
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